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In some 300 large-size illustrations, this
book shows the whole development of
German passenger ships from the first
paddle steamers on rivers and lakes, via the
early ocean liners still equipped with
auxiliary sails and the luxury high-speed
steamers before and between the World
Wars, to the great car ferries and dream
ships of our times. The ocean cruise ships,
river steamers and railroad carriers are also
shown, as well as their most impressive
interior decor and unique scenes from life
on board. Much of the photographic
material has never before been published.
Technical details are included as well as
the history and fate of the ships.
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Category:Passenger ships of Germany - Wikipedia Media in category Passenger ships of Germany Maria Theresia,
smoking cabin, first class, North German Lloyd, Royal Mail 3.23 MB. Bundesarchiv Bild 183-R67005, Schleuse
Zerben, Dampfschiff fahrt in Schleuse.jpg 69 KB. Argo Habicht 1938.jpg 204 KB. BadenHapag.jpg 16 KB. Blucher
HAL.jpg 34 Category:Passenger ships of Germany - Wikimedia Commons On May 13, 1939, the German
transatlantic liner St. Louis sailed from Hamburg, Germany, for Havana, Cuba. On the voyage were 937 passengers.
Almost all SS Bremen (1928) - Wikipedia Norddeutscher Lloyd (NDL) (North German Lloyd) was a German shipping
company. . In 1900, 14 of NDLs passenger ships were requisitioned as troop transports due to the Boxer Rebellion in
China on 27 July, Kaiser Wilhelm II delivered Category:Cruise ships of Germany - Wikipedia Pages in category
Passenger ships of East Germany. This category contains only the following page. This list may not reflect recent
changes (learn more). SS Athenia - Wikipedia Passenger ships of Germany include all ships designed, built, or
operated in Germany for the purpose of transporting passengers. Barbarossa-class ocean liner - Wikipedia Hamburg
Atlantic Line (German: Hamburg Atlantik Linie) was an ocean liner and cruise ship operating company established in
Hamburg, West Germany in SS Columbus (1924) - Wikipedia A cruise line is a company that operates cruise ships and
markets cruises to the public. Cruise Hansa Touristk, Operational, Germany, Privately owned (Kilian family), offers
ocean cruises with MV Ocean Majesty and river cruises. Category:Passenger ships of East Germany - Wikipedia
Pages in category Cruise ships of Germany. The following 12 pages are in this category, out of 12 total. This list may
not reflect recent changes (learn more). Kaiser-class ocean liner - Wikipedia The Kaiser-class ocean liners or
Kaiserklasse refer to four transatlantic ocean liners of the Norddeutscher Lloyd, a German shipping company. Built by
the AG Passenger Liners from Germany: Clas Broder Hansen, Clas Broder SS Deutschland was a passenger liner
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built in Stettin and launched in 1900 by the Hamburg America Line of Germany. The rival North German Lloyd line had
Norddeutscher Lloyd - Wikipedia How the German Titanic Cap Arcona was transformed by Hitler The MS St.
Louis was a German ocean liner most notable for a single voyage in 1939, in which its captain, Gustav Schroder, tried to
find homes for over 900 German Shipping Lines and Ocean Liners Before the First World War The Columbus, laid
down before the start of World War I, was originally to be named At the time, she was the German merchant marines
largest, fastest ocean liner. She measured 32,581 gross tonnage, was 775 feet (236 m) long with 1,750 Hamburg
Atlantic Line - Wikipedia From the 1890s, the German shipping lines had begun to build the fastest and most luxurious
liners. It had started when Kaiser Wilhelm had visited Spithead and Voyage of the St. Louis - United States Holocaust
Memorial Museum This is a timeline list of the worlds largest passenger ships. Contents. [hide]. 1 Timeline 1913, SS
Imperator, 52,117, 906 ft (276 m), Germany, Given to Cunard Line as a compensation for Lusitania, Imperator LOC
ggbain . List of largest passenger ships - Wikipedia This is a list of ocean liners past and present, which are passenger
ships engaged in the .. Transatlantic passenger liners as symbols of the German Empire. German Luxury Ocean
Liners: from Kaiser Wilhelm Der Grosse to Mar 26, 2017 The worlds fourth-biggest cruise ship will cater
exclusively for Chinese tourists. It leaves its German birthplace to sail to the North Sea for List of cruise lines Wikipedia Pages in category World War II passenger ships of Germany. The following 6 pages are in this category, out
of 6 total. This list may not reflect recent changes MS St. Louis - Wikipedia SS Athenia was a steam turbine
transatlantic passenger liner built in Glasgow in 1923 for the Athenia was the first UK ship to be sunk by Germany
during World War II, and the incident accounted for the Donaldson Lines greatest single loss SS Leviathan Wikipedia May 25, 2016 Germanys luxury ocean liner named the Cap Arcona went from a cruise ship to a floating
Nazi barracks to a concentration camp before it was Online International Ship Passenger Lists - German Roots The
Barbarossa class was a class of ocean liners of North German Lloyd and the Hamburg America Line of the German
Empire. Of the ten ships built between Ocean liner - Wikipedia SS Bremen was a German-built ocean liner constructed
for the Norddeutscher Lloyd line (NDL) to work the transatlantic sea route. Bremen was notable for her
Category:World War I passenger ships of Germany - Wikipedia German luxury liners, german greyhounds, kaiser
wilhelm der grosse, north german lloyd, hamburg american. Category:World War II passenger ships of Germany Wikipedia The Imperator class ocean liners were a series of three ocean liners designed for the Hamburg from 906 ft
(276 m) to 955.8 ft (291.3 m). To this day, the Vaterland is the largest passenger ship operated by a German shipping
company. List of ocean liners - Wikipedia SS Leviathan, originally built as Vaterland, was an ocean liner which
regularly crossed the North Atlantic from 19. The second of three sister ships built for Germanys Hamburg America
Line
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